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About This Game

Blue Rose is an interactive ‘visual novel’, following the viewpoint of the female knight Lena as she enters an unknown world
deep in the mountains. Lena is a Templar of the Blue Rose, living her life to fight and protect her home and country.

But what is truly important to her is only just about to reveal itself. Pulled away from the front lines of the war, Lena finds
herself trapped in a secluded, unknown village in the mountains. For the first time she will make her own decisions – and face

the consequences.

Features:

  5 routes – 4 guys and 1 girl

  10 endings

  Unlockable mini stories

  CG and music gallery

What is a Visual Novel?
Step into the shoes of Lena as you go through an interactive novel-style story of text, illustrations, and music, making choices
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and influencing the plot as you go.

Who will Lena choose as her companion? Will she and the others succeed in opposing the threat that they have uncovered?
Make your choices and find out.
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Title: Blue Rose Demo
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
White Cat
Publisher:
White Cat
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2013
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blue rose demo achievements

You have no idea how I felt when I finally found this game. I've been looking for its name for 10 years or more.
It's fun, highly customizable and pretty addicting!

Just buy it!. The game is fun for what it is and provides a bit of "I am so bored I will play a facebook app" fun. But that's just
the thing, there is a free version of this basically anywhere browser gaming is. I do not recommend this game to anyone for that
reason.. Yet another low budget zombie action game that is good for only a few short minutes of time wasting.

Story is again non-existent, music is horrible, and sound effects are 3rd rate. Graphics is very simplistic 3D and the gameplay
can be surprisingly difficult.

You basically play a character with a top-down perspective and try to blasts zombies ala Gauntlet style. It can be sometimes
quite chaotic with a whole bunch of em on the screen and worst of all, you can't see where you are.

There are very brief moments of fun tho, such as when you run thru a whole bunch of zombies with a flaming torch and watch
em burn.

Overall Rating: 3.0 \/ 10
Not worth to buy even if its on sale. Only good for a couple of minutes of time wasting. Don't bother with this game unless you
have absolutely nothing to play.. As some of you already said,yes you need some friends to play with,just for the maximum fun
you can get with this game.. Pretty similar to the first game. It's a little more interesting due to the "date" mechanic, but you
won't find many new enemy types. You get boss battles instead!
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because its fun to make and grow your own plant. for those who want a simple game and not boring this one is for you this game
is not p2w. This team is a great addition! Really cool looking players. The underworld denziens makes for a interesting team to
play as or against.. Silverfall is flawed for sure but has some satisfying elements for action rpg fans. Might be tricky getting it to
run but is definatly worth it on sale.

Pros:
 - Characters are highly customizable with six races to choose from and a simple yet robust set of skill trees
- Neat morality system, align with nature or technology to access unique skills and equipment
- Lootfest with a pretty deep crafting system
- Attractve cell-shaded art

Cons:
- Lots of terrain issues, getting stuck on bushes, slight inclines, etc.
- Skill hotbars are counter-intuitive but can be remapped
- No UI scaling makes text difficult to read from a distance
- The map and quest log are clunky to use

Plays Like: Torchlight \/ Neverwinter Nights. In my opinion, this is a very fun and well made game, eventhough there is limited
things to do, I still find myself messing around in this game. I just wish more people would play the game because the game can
get very boring with nobody to shoot. I also wish that they soon release the update for bots in the game. Other than that this is a
great game.. Hummm good game in general. Not a bullet hell unless you can't kill the enemies fast enough 8) Graphics and
music are standard, action is constant, ship can be upgraded. A decent release.

Now about the things that aren't mentioned:

Game has 3 checkpoints and a "continue" system. At levels 11, 21 and 31 your progress is saved so if you use all your
"continues" you'll restart at these checkpoints. Past level 31 you have to make it to the end with the "continues" you have. The
game does save the level you're playing and the number of lives left so you can stop playing at anytime you want and resume
later.

The very bad thing about this game is how you can gimp your ship by choosing the wrong upgrades. The game is linear; you
can't just replay levels to make more money or try to get a better score on them so if you reach a checkpoint with the bad
upgrades then well.... you can't repick them and chances are you won't be able to advance any further.

Also, once you quit the upgrade screen you are stuck to the secondary weapon you chose and the shield level you bought...
meaning that you have to finish the level before changing anything to your ship. When i left the upgrade screen at level 45 i
forgot to equip my satellites and was stuck with the beam laser and of course i had only 2 shields. Used up 12 "continues" before
uninstalling the game.

I though "getting stuck with your choices" was a 90's thing. When stuff can be upgraded we need to be able to either reverse it
or farm for more cash, espescially if you can end up gimping you to the point you can't advance in the game.

Was my 2 cents anyway.. A pure adrenaline rush, excellent immersion and brilliantly designed.
Will appeal to a lot of players from casual to hardcore gamers.
The graphics are great, and probably the most fun I\u2019ve had playing a bike orientated game.
. (a foot on a chair) You summon and kill... (kicks chair away) Summon and kill... (walks forward) I fail to see the logic here.
(turns around, holds his fist near his face) Is sanity the price to pay... For power?!

i got this dlc with the deluxe edition sadly
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